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varying or directed graphs, since how to enforce consensus
as equality constraints in those cases remains unclear.
On the other hand, distributed nonconvex optimization
is more challenging, and has recently received increasing
attention due to its promising values in certain important
applications. Several noticeable algorithms have appeared
in the literatures, e.g., [11]–[13]. The overall algorithmic
frameworks designed share similarities with those for convex problems. Nevertheless, the use of various techniques,
including successive convex approximation [13], stochastic
gradient descent [11] and proximal methods [12], managed to
enable agents to iteratively converge to the stationary points
or locally optimal points of nonconvex problems.
We point out two notable issues within the field of
distributed nonconvex optimization. First, for general problems with nonconvex objectives, only the convergence to
stationary or locally optimal solutions is guaranteed. Second,
for most existing algorithms, the load of oracle queries
(i.e., calls for gradients or values of objective functions)
grows with respect to iterations. This increasing load stems
from the iterative algorithmic structures, where local oracle
queries are constantly performed at every iteration. It remains
challenging to resolve these issues simultaneously by using
existing distributed first-order or zeroth-order algorithms.
Recently, to address set constrained distributed nonconvex optimization with univariate objectives, [14] proposed
a promising algorithm termed CPCA. The key ideas include i) optimizing locally a sufficiently precise Chebyshev
polynomial approximation (i.e., proxy) [15]–[17] for the
global objective on the constraint set, and ii) employing
average consensus, where the information of local proxies is communicated, to enable agents to acquire such a
global proxy. These designs contribute to its advantages
of being able to obtain  globally optimal solutions, and
being computationally efficient, in that zeroth-order oracle
queries are only involved when constructing local proxies
and are independent of iterations. More importantly, this
Chebyshev-proxy-aided idea differentiates it from existing
gradient-based iterative methods, and offers a new view to
approach distributed optimization problems.
Nevertheless, CPCA has two issues remaining to be resolved. First, it is communication-inefficient due to the conservative stopping criterion for its inner consensus iterations.
The required number of iterations is set in advance based
on the initial value and bound for the decaying rate of
the errors. Since such an available bound may not be tight
enough, which is especially the case while dealing with
time-varying digraphs, the number of iterations undergone

Abstract— This paper addresses a class of constrained distributed nonconvex optimization problems involving univariate
objective functions, considering time-varying directed networks.
We propose a novel algorithm named Extended-CPCA (ECPCA), exploiting the notion of combining Chebyshev polynomial approximation and average consensus. The proposed
algorithm is i) able to yield  globally optimal solutions for
any arbitrarily small given tolerance , ii) efficient in terms of
both oracle complexities and inter-agent communication costs,
and iii) distributed terminable when the specified precision
requirement is met. The idea of leveraging polynomial proxy
and consensus to deal with the mentioned problems over static
undirected graphs is first presented in our previous work. The
novelties of this work lie in i) the utilization of push-sum average
consensus with distributed stopping mechanism to enable agents
to acquire a proxy for the global objective over time-varying
digraphs without much wastes of extra communications, and
ii) the transformation of the optimization of this global proxy
into a semidefinite program to help in obtaining solutions in a
fast and reliable manner. Both the analysis and simulations are
provided to illustrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed optimization enables multiple agents in a
network to collaboratively optimize the average of local
objective functions by using local communication and computation only. It has gained considerable attention for its
wide application scenarios, including distributed learning
[1], statistics [2], estimation [3] and coordination [4] in
various large-scale networked systems, e.g., wireless sensor
networks, smart grids and robot swarms.
A variety of efficient distributed convex optimization algorithms have been proposed. Most of them can be divided
into two categories, i.e., primal and dual-based methods.
Primal methods generally combine (sub)gradient descent
with consensus, so as to drive local estimates to converge
consensually to the globally optimal point in the primal
domain [5]–[7]. Dual-based methods transform the problem
by introducing consensus equality constraints, and then solve
the dual problem or carry on primal-dual updates to finally
reach a saddle point of the Lagrangian function [8]–[10].
These methods are preferable if the computations of dual
(sub)gradients or sub-optimizations relating to the alternating
direction method of multipliers are easy to execute. However,
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in a distributed manner. The network at time t is described as
a directed graph G t = (V, E t ), where V is the set of agents,
and E t ⊆ V × V is the set of edges. Note that agent j can
receive information from agent i at time t if and only if (iff )
(i, j) ∈ E t . Some basic assumptions are given as follows.

can exceed what is actually needed to some extent. Second,
certain practical numerical errors are not taken into account.
CPCA optimizes the polynomial proxy by first finding its
stationary points, which are exactly the eigenvalues of a
specific colleague matrix, and then evaluating the proxy
at these points and deciding the minimum. However, the
influence of numerical errors arising while calculating theses
points is not covered in the theoretical analysis of [14]. To
address these issues, E-CPCA is proposed in this work. The
main contributions are summarized as follows.
1) E-CPCA is developed to solve a class of constrained
distributed nonconvex optimization problems with univariate Lipschitz objectives and different local constraint sets over time-varying directed graphs. We
demonstrate that it preserves CPCA’s advantages of
being able to yield  globally optimal solutions for
any arbitrarily small given error tolerance  and being
computationally efficient.
2) We address the aforementioned issues of inefficiency in
communications and presence of unconsidered numerical errors. E-CPCA is more communication-efficient.
This improvement results from the incorporation of
effective distributed stopping mechanism, which introduces auxiliary variables to bound errors and achieve
in-time terminations, for its inner push-sum consensus
iterations. It also guarantees that the total errors are
controllable both theoretically and practically. This
aim is achieved by transforming the optimization of
the polynomial proxy to a semidefinite program, and
then using the given tolerance  to help terminate the
solving procedures.
3) We provide explicit expressions for the overall communication and zeroth-order oracle complexities of ECPCA regarding the number of agents N , the maximum degree of local approximations m, and . It
is shown that E-CPCA is efficient in terms of both
communication and computational complexities, and
achieves distributed termination once the precision
requirement is met.
Notations. For any vector a, we use kak to denote its l2 norm. The superscript t denotes the number of iterations, and
the subscripts i, j denote the indexes of agents. The script in
parentheses k denotes the index of the elements in a vector.

Assumption 1. Every fi (x) is Lipschitz continuous on Xi .
Assumption 2. All Xi are closed, bounded and convex sets.
Assumption 3. {G t } is B-strongly-connected, i.e., there
exists a positive integer B, such that for any k ∈ N, the
S(k+1)B−1 t
graph V, t=kB
E is strongly connected.
Problem (1) has (possibly) nonconvex objectives and convex constraint sets, and therefore is a constrained distributed
nonconvex optimization problem. Under Assumption 2, for
all i ∈ V, Xi is a closed interval. Thus, let Xi =
[ai , bi ], where ai , bi ∈ R. Hence, X = [a, b], where a =
maxi∈V ai , b = mini∈V bi .
B. Preliminaries
We provide some preliminary knowledge on which our
algorithm is built.
• Consensus: Let Niin,t = {j|(j, i) ∈ E t } and Niout,t =
{j|(i, j) ∈ E t } be the sets of agent i’s in-neighbors1 and
out-neighbors, respectively, and dout,t
= |Niout,t | be its outi
out,t
degree, where |Ni | denotes the cardinality of Niout,t .
Suppose that every agent i maintains a local variable xti ∈
Rn . The maximum consensus algorithm [18] is
xt+1
(k) = max xtj (k),
i

where k(= 1, . . . , n) is the index of the elements in xti . It
can be proven that with (2), all xti converge to maxi∈V x0i
in T (≤ (N − 1)B) iterations [19], i.e.,
xti = max x0i ,
i∈V

xt+1
=
i

x∈X=

atij xtj ,

yit+1 =

N
X

atij yjt ,

(3)

j=1

where yit ∈ R is initialized to be 1 for all i ∈ V. The weight
atij is
set as 1/dout,t
if j ∈ Niin,t , and 0 otherwise. Let At ,
i

atij N ×N . It follows that At is column stochastic. With (3),
the ratio zit , xti /yit convergesPgeometrically to the average
N
of the initial values x = 1/N i=1 x0i , i.e.,

Consider a network with N agents, each of which has
a local objective function fi (x) : Xi → R and a local
constraint set Xi ⊆ R. The goal is to solve the following
constrained optimization problem

s.t.

N
X
j=1

A. Problem Formulation

N
\

∀t ≥ T, i ∈ V.

The push-sum average consensus algorithm [20] is

II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND P RELIMINARIES

N
1 X
fi (x),
min f (x) =
x
N i=1

(2)

j∈Niin,t

lim zit = x,

t→∞

∀i ∈ V.

Based on the proof of Theorems 1 and 12 in [21], we derive
the following theorem characterizing the decaying of et (k) ,
maxi,j∈V zit (k) − zjt (k) .

(1)
1 We follow the convention that i ∈ N in,t , i.e., agent i can always access
i
its own information.

Xi ,

i=1
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Stage 1: Construction of Local Proxies
Adaptive Chebyshev
Interpolation

Coefficients

0

a Chebyshev interpolant of degree mi . It first evaluates fi (x)
at the (mi + 1)-point grid Smi , {xk } according to
 

x = b − a cos jπ + a + b ,
k
2
mi
2
(7)

fk = fi (xk ),

(initial vector of consensus )

(local proxy)

Stage 2: Push-sum Consensus with Distributed Stopping
0
max/min
consensus
converge

∞

？

No

Reset max/min
consensus

Yes

Stopping
criterion
satisfied

where k = 0, 1, . . . , mi . Then, it computes the Chebyshev
coefficients of the interpolant by


mi −1
1
jkπ
2 X
cj =
(f0 + fmi cos(jπ)) +
fk cos
,
mi
mi
mi
k=1
(8)
where j = 0, 1, . . . , mi [23]. The degree mi is doubled at
every iteration until the stopping criterion

Stage 3: Optimization of Global Proxy

Rep.

Optimization by
Solving SDPs

Fig. 1.

( globally optimal)

An Overview of E-CPCA

Theorem 1. If Assumption 3 holds, with (3), we have
t

b (N −1)B
c
2
t
e0 (k), ∀k.
e (k) ≤ 1 − (N −1)B
N

max
xj ∈(S2mi −Smi )

B. Consensus-based Information Dissemination
In the consensus iteration stage, agents update their local
variables based on consensus, so as to make them converge
to the average of all the initial values. The goal is to ensure
that when this stage ends,

where Tj (·) denotes the j-th Chebyshev polynomial defined
on [−1, 1]. As m increases, pm (x) converges to g(x) uniformly on the given interval [15], i.e.,

max pK
i −p

∀x ∈ [a, b], |pm (x) − g(x)| → 0, as m → ∞.

i∈V

This observation makes computing pm (x) a practical way
to construct arbitrarily close polynomial approximation for
g(x), as theoretically guaranteed by the Weierstrass Approximation Theorem.
Let v(x) , [T0 (x), . . . , Td (x)]T be the vector of Chebyshev polynomials of degree less than or equal to d. For any
univariate polynomial p(x) of degree 2d, it is non-negative
(or equivalently, a sum of squares (SOS)) on R iff

holds, where Q ∈

Sd+1
+

(5)

III. A LGORITHMIC F RAMEWORK
In this section, we present E-CPCA to solve problem
(1) in a distributed manner. Figure 1 illustrates the main
architecture of the proposed algorithm.

≤δ

Assumption 4. Every agent i in G knows an upper bound U
on (N − 1)B, such that U is of the same order as (N − 1)B.

A. Construction of Local Chebyshev Proxies

To realize distributed stopping, there are two auxiliary
variables, rit and sti , updated in parallel with xti and yit
according to

In this stage, based on the adaptive Chebyshev interpolation scheme [17], every agent i constructs the approximating
polynomial pi (x) corresponding to fi (x) on X = [a, b], s.t.
∀x ∈ [a, b]

∞

holds, where K is the number ofPiterations, pK
i is the local
N
variable of agent i and p = 1/N i=1 p0i is the average. To
meet the requirement of precision, δ is set as 2 /(m + 1),
where m , maxi∈V mi is the highest degree among the
local approximations. The details are as follows.
Every agent keeps two local variables, xti and yit , and
update them according to the push-sum average consensus
algorithm in (3). The ratio pti , xti /yit converges to p geometrically. To achieve distributed stopping once the consensus
has reached within a given error tolerance, we incorporate
the max/min-consensus-based stopping mechanism in [24].
This mechanism requires the following assumption so that
agents know how long to wait to ensure that the max/min
consensus algorithms converge.

is a positive semidefinite matrix [22].

|fi (x) − pi (x)| ≤ 1 ,

(9)

is met, where pi (x) is in the form of (4) with {ck } being the
coefficients. Since Smi ⊂ S2mi , the evaluations of fi (x) are
continuously reused. Note that agents know the intersection
set X = [a, b] by running a finite number of max/min
consensus iterations like (2) in advance.

• Chebyshev Polynomial Approximation: For a Lipschitz
continuous function g(x) with x ∈ [a, b], its degree m
Chebyshev interpolant pm (x) is


m
X
2x − (a + b)
pm (x) =
cj Tj
, x ∈ [a, b],
(4)
b−a
j=0

p(x) = v(x)T Qv(x)

|fi (xj ) − pi (xj )| ≤ 1 ,

rit+1 (k) = max rjt (k), st+1
(k) = min stj (k),
i

(6)

j∈Niin,t

j∈Niin,t

(10)

where k = 0, . . . , m. They are reinitialized as pti every U
iterations, so as to facilitate the constant dissemination of
recent information of pti . Note that the number of iterations
that the max/min consensus need to reach convergence is

holds, where 1 is a specified positive tolerance. The key
insight is to systematically increase the degree of the Chebyshev interpolant until certain stopping criterion is satisfied.
To illustrate, agent i initializes mi as 2 and starts to calculate
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Algorithm 1 E-CPCA

less than (N − 1)B [19], and therefore less than U . Once
the stopping criterion
krit

−

sti k∞

≤δ

Input: fi (x), Xi = [ai , bi ], U and .
Output: fe∗ for every agent i ∈ V.
1: Initialize: a0i = ai , b0i = bi , mi = 2.
2: for each agent i ∈ V do
3:
for t = 0, . . . , U − 1 do
= max bti .
= max ati , bt+1
4:
at+1
i
i

(11)

is met, agents terminate the iterations simultaneously, and
t
t
set pK
i = xi /yi .

in,t

j∈Ni

C. Polynomial Optimization by Solving SDPs
In this stage, agents optimize the polynomial proxy pK
i (x)
recovered from pK
independently,
thus
obtaining
-optimal
i
solutions for problem (1). The optimization of pK
i (x) on
X = [a, b] can be reformulated as a semidefinite program
(SDP). It can be readily solved by the interior-point method
[25]. We offer such a reformulation based on the coefficients
of pK
i (x) with respect to the Chebyshev polynomial basis,
rather than the monomial basis as in [22].
Note that pK
i (x) is a polynomial of degree m in the form
T
of (4), with the elements of pK
i = [c0 , . . . , cm ] being the
coefficients. We first transform the problem of optimizing
pK
i (x) on [a, b] to its equivalent form
max t s.t. pK
i (x) − t ≥ 0, x ∈ [a, b].
x,t

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

(12)

For g(x) , pK
i (x) − t, its non-negativity on [a, b] holds iff
it can be expressed as
(
(x + 1)h21 (x) + (1 − x)h22 (x), if m is odd,
g(x) =
h21 (x) + (x + 1)(1 − x)h22 (x), if m is even,

24:

where h1 (x), h2 (x) are SOS of degree bm/2c, b(m − 1)/2c,
respectively [22]. Our reformulations are based on the fact
that
2Tu (x)Tv (x) = Tu+v (x) + T|u−v| (x).

25:

max

t

s.t. c0 = t + Q00 + Q000 +
1
4

+
1
cj =
2

X

m
1X
(Quu + Q0uu )
2 u=1

(Quv − Q0uv )

|u−v|=1

X

(Quv + Q0uv )

(u,v)∈A

+

1 X
(Quv − Q0uv ) ,
4

j = 1, . . . , m,

(u,v)∈B

bm/2c+1

Q ∈ S+

b(m−1)/2c+1

, Q0 ∈ S+

end for
Set a = ati , b = bti .
.......................................................
Calculate {xj } and {fj } by (7).
Calculate {ck } by (8).
If (9) is satisfied (where 1 = /3), go to step 10. Or set
mi ← 2mi and go to step 7.
.......................................................
Set x0i = ri0 = s0i = [c0 , c1 , . . . , cmi ]T , yi0 = l = 1.
for t = 0, 1, . . . do
if t = lU then
if l = 1 then
δ = 2 /(m + 1) = /3(m + 1).
end if
if krit − sti k∞ ≤ δ then
t
t
pK
i = xi /yi . break
end if
rit = sti = xti /yit , l ← l + 1.
end if
by (3) and (10).
, yit+1 , rit+1 , st+1
Update xt+1
i
i
Set t ← t + 1.
end for
.......................................................
Solve the reformulated problems in Sec. III-C with 3 = /3
and return fe∗ .
end for

Note that these reformulated problems are SDPs, and
therefore can be efficiently solved by the interior-point
method. The optimal points of pK
i (x) can be computed from
the complementary slackness condition [22]. The solving
process is terminated when 0 ≤ fe∗ − p∗ ≤ 3 , where fe∗
is the returned estimate of the optimal value p∗ of pK
i (x) on
X and 3 > 0 is some specified tolerance.
The above transformation offers a plausible alternative
to the stationary-point-based method of optimizing pK
i (x)
in [14]. The advantage is that it managed to make all
potential numerical errors controllable. In fact, the latter
method requires calculations of the eigenvalues of a specific
colleague matrix to obtain the stationary points. The errors
associated with such calculations have not been covered
in the analysis of [14]. In contrast, the SDP-based solving
procedure presented here ensures that an explicit bound (i.e.,
3 ) exists for the total errors.

When m is odd, we reformulate problem (12) as
t,Q,Q0

in,t

j∈Ni

,

0

where rows and columns of Q and Q are indexed by
0,
 1, . . ., A = {(u, v)|u + v = i ∨ |u − v| = i}, and B =
(u, v)|u + v = i − 1 ∨ |u − v| = i − 1 ∨ |u + v − 1| =
i ∨ |u − v| − 1 = i . When m is even, the reformulated
problem has a similar form. We refer readers to our recent
paper [26] for more details on the forms and sensibilities of
these reformulations2 .

D. Description of E-CPCA
E-CPCA is composed of the three stages discussed previously, and is formulated as Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, lines 1-6 perform the initialization; lines
7-9 complete the construction of the local proxy; lines 10-23
correspond to consensus iterations with distributed stopping;
and line 24 is the polynomial optimization step. Note that
the proposed algorithm takes the given error tolerance  as
one of the inputs. This tolerance  is used to set some key

2 Such SDP reformulations are only dependent on the Chebyshev coefficients of the polynomial pK
i (x) to be optimized, and are independent of the
network topology. Hence, the analysis of the reformulations in [26], which
considers static undirected networks, also applies to this paper.
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TABLE I
C OMPLEXITIES OF E-CPCA

parameters 1 , 2 , 3 , whose sum equals to , utilized in the
corresponding stages.

A. Accuracy
We first provide a lemma stating that if two functions
f and g are sufficiently close on the entire interval, their
minimum values f (x∗f ) and g(x∗g ) are sufficiently close also.
The proof of this lemma can be found in [14].
Lemma 2. Suppose f, g satisfy |f (x) − g(x)| ≤ , ∀x ∈
[a, b]. Then, f (x∗f ) − g(x∗g ) ≤ .

Lemma 3. When (11) is satisfied, we have
max
i∈V

−p

∞

≤ δ,

1st -order Oracles

Communications

init
iteration

O(m)
/

0
/

solve

/

/

whole

O(m)

0

/

m
O N N B log

/

m
O N N B log


derivative and v-thderivative of bounded variation on Xi,
then m ∼ O −1/v ; if fi (x) is analytic, then m ∼ O ln 1
[15]. In practice, extremely high precision (e.g., machine
epsilon) can be attained with moderate m (of the order of
101 ∼ 102 ) [15], [17].

The following lemma ensures the effectiveness of the
stopping criterion (11) for consensus iterations.

pK
i

0th -order Oracles

Stages

IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS OF E-CPCA

Remark 2. The communication complexity of E-CPCA
amounts to that of push-sum consensus algorithms for timevarying digraphs. We derive this complexity based on the
analysis in [21]. The result we obtained is a rather conservative estimate, whose refinement calls for further studies.

(13)

where δ = 2 /(m + 1).
Proof. The proof is omitted due to the space limit.

Note that in E-CPCA, the evaluations of the local objectives are required only in the initialization stage. Therefore,
the zeroth-order oracle complexity of E-CPCA is independent of the number of iterations. Even if the convergence of
push-sum consensus algorithm is slow due to the large scale
or poor connectivity of the network, E-CPCA still has fixed
oracle complexity for fixed specified precision.

The accuracy of E-CPCA is established as follows. We
use  and f ∗ to denote the given error tolerance and optimal
value of problem (1), respectively.
Theorem 4. Suppose that Assumptions 1-4 hold. If  is
specified, E-CPCA ensures that every agent obtains -optimal
solutions fe∗ for problem (1), i.e., |fe∗ − f ∗ | ≤ .
Proof. The proof is omitted due to the space limit.

V. N UMERICAL E VALUATIONS
In this section, we present simulation results to illustrate
the performance of E-CPCA and compare it with other
algorithms. Consider a network with N = 40 agents. At each
time t, besides itself, every agent i has two out-neighbors.
One belongs to a fixed cycle, and the other is chosen
uniformly at random. Suppose that all the local constraint
sets are the same interval X = [−5, 5]. The local objective
function of agent i is
ai
+ bi log(1 + x2 ),
(14)
fi (x) =
1 + e−x

B. Complexity
We provide the analysis of the computational and communication complexities of E-CPCA. The following theorem
establishes the order of the total number of zeroth-order and
first-order oracle queries (calls for local objective functions’
values and gradients) and inter-agent communications needed
while running E-CPCA from a single agent’s perspective.
The details are summarized in Table I.
Theorem 5. With E-CPCA, every agent obtains -optimal
solutions for problem (1), with O(m) zeroth-order
and 0
m
NB
first-order oracle queries in O N
log
communica
tion rounds.

where ai ∼ N (10, 2), bi ∼ N (5, 1) are Gaussian random variables. Note that fi (x) is nonconvex and Lipschitz
continuous on X. We use the Chebfun toolbox [16] to
help construct Chebyshev polynomial approximations. For
comparison, we implement SONATA-L [13], which is the
most suitable algorithm in the existing literatures to address
problem (1) with the above setups. Its step-size rule is set as
αt = αt−1 (1 − µαt−1 ) with α0 = 0.5 and µ = 0.01 based
on the guideline therein.
Figure 2 shows the relationships between the objective
error  and number of communications for both algorithms.
For E-CPCA,  denotes |fe∗ −f ∗ |. For SONATA-L,  denotes
|f (xt ) − f ∗ |, where xt is the average of all agents’ local
estimates at time t. In Fig. 2(a), the point on the line
with circle markers indicates the number of communications
needed to meet the specified precision requirement. The point
on the line with square markers indicates the actual error after

Proof. In the initialization stage, agent i needs to evaluate
fi (x) at 2m + 1 points to construct an approximation of
degree m. Hence, the zeroth-order oracle complexity is
O(m). Since the computation of the gradients of fi (x) is
not required, the first-order oracle complexity is 0. Based on
Theorem 1 and the setting that U is of the order as (N −1)B,
to ensure that the difference between any element of pK
i and
p is no more than 3 = /3(m + 1), the number
of
the

.
The
iterconsensus iterations undergone is O N N B log m

ation complexity amounts to the inter-agent communication
complexity.
Remark 1. The order of m depends on , and also on
the smoothness of fi (x). If fi (x) has (v − 1)-th continuous
382
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Fig. 2. Comparison of E-CPCA and SONATA-L regarding inter-agent
communications.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of E-CPCA and SONATA-L regarding oracle queries.

performing this number of communications. We observe that
to reach certain given precision, E-CPCA requires less interagent communications, and thus is more communicationefficient. The reason is that E-CPCA employs simple average
consensus algorithms and can rapidly converge.
Figure 3 shows the relationships between the objective
error  and number of oracle queries involved for both
algorithms. E-CPCA requires zeroth-order oracle queries. In
Fig. 3(a), the horizontal axis represents the average number
of queries needed for one agent (i.e., the average degree of
local proxies plus 1). The results presented here correspond
to the discussions in Remark 1 that m depends on , and
extremely small  is generally accompanied with moderate
m. SONATA-L requires one first-order oracle query within
each iteration. Hence, the curve in Fig. 3(b) is identical to
that in Fig. 2(b). It can be seen that E-CPCA calls for fewer
oracle queries than SONATA-L in this example.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose E-CPCA to solve distributed
nonconvex optimization problems with Lipschitz continuous
univariate objectives and different local constraint sets, over
time-varying directed graphs. By i) following the Chebyshevproxy-aided idea of CPCA, ii) incorporating effective distributed stopping mechanism for average consensus, and
iii) transforming the optimization of polynomial proxies to
SDPs, we enable the proposed algorithm to both preserve
advantages and overcome shortcomings of CPCA, and to
efficiently handle the given challenging problem. We also
provide comprehensive theoretical analysis and numerical
results to illustrate its effectiveness. Future directions include
leveraging the idea of introducing polynomial approximations to deal with general problems with multivariate noncovex objective functions.
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